
TECHNICAL DATASHEET

APP-LIQUES App-line 1

code APS01/01

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Wall  surface  mounted  indoor  diffused  emission  lamp,  complete  of  led

13W,  color  rendering  index  CRI  >80.  White  finishing  diffused  emission

lamp. With phase cut dimmer dedicated Vimar EvoEikon or equivalent

PRODUCT FEATURES

Mounting method wall surface mounted

Lamps LED 230V

Wattage 1x13W

Color temperature 3000K

Color rendering index >80

Optics 110°

Finishing white

Source luminous flux 980lm

Chromaticity tolerance (initial

MacAdam)

3

Estimated average life expectancy 50000h L70 B10 ta 25°C

Ballast included

Energy efficiency class A

Weight 1 Kg

Dimension 100x310 H 37 mm 

Protection degree IP40

EN605981 compliantAll the dimensions are detailed in millimeters: if not different stated

Luminous flux and connected electrical load are subject to an initial tolerance of +/- 10%. Unless stated otherwise, these values apply to an ambient temperature of 25°C.

We reserve the right to chage our products at any time
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TECHNICAL DATASHEET

APP-LIQUES App-line 1

code APS02/01

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Wall  surface  mounted  indoor  diffused  emission  lamp,  complete  of  led

13W,  color  rendering  index  CRI  >80.  White  finishing  diffused  emission

lamp. With phase cut dimmer dedicated Vimar EvoEikon or equivalent

PRODUCT FEATURES

Mounting method wall surface mounted

Lamps LED 230V

Wattage 1x13W

Color temperature 4000K

Color rendering index >80

Optics 110°

Finishing white

Source luminous flux 1000lm

Chromaticity tolerance (initial

MacAdam)

3

Estimated average life expectancy 50000h L70 B10 ta 25°C

Ballast included

Weight 1 Kg

Dimension 100x310 H 37 mm 

Protection degree IP40

EN605981 compliantAll the dimensions are detailed in millimeters: if not different stated

Luminous flux and connected electrical load are subject to an initial tolerance of +/- 10%. Unless stated otherwise, these values apply to an ambient temperature of 25°C.

We reserve the right to chage our products at any time
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TECHNICAL DATASHEET

APP-LIQUES App-line 2

code APSB1/01

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Wall surface mounted indoor diffused emission lamp, complete of 2x led

13W,  color  rendering  index  CRI  >80.  White  finishing  diffused  emission

lamp. With phase cut dimmer dedicated Vimar EvoEikon or equivalent

PRODUCT FEATURES

Mounting method wall surface mounted

Lamps LED 230V

Wattage 2x13W

Color temperature 3000K

Color rendering index >80

Optics 110°

Finishing white

Source luminous flux 1960lm

Chromaticity tolerance (initial

MacAdam)

3

Estimated average life expectancy 50000h L70 B10 ta 25°C

Ballast included

Energy efficiency class A

Weight 1,30 Kg

Dimension 100x440 H 37 mm 

Protection degree IP40

EN605981 compliantAll the dimensions are detailed in millimeters: if not different stated

Luminous flux and connected electrical load are subject to an initial tolerance of +/- 10%. Unless stated otherwise, these values apply to an ambient temperature of 25°C.

We reserve the right to chage our products at any time
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TECHNICAL DATASHEET

APP-LIQUES App-line 2

code APSB2/01

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Wall surface mounted indoor diffused emission lamp, complete of 2x led

13W,  color  rendering  index  CRI  >80.  White  finishing  diffused  emission

lamp. With phase cut dimmer dedicated Vimar EvoEikon or equivalent

PRODUCT FEATURES

Mounting method wall surface mounted

Lamps LED 230V

Wattage 2x13W

Color temperature 4000K

Color rendering index >80

Optics 110°

Finishing white

Source luminous flux 2000lm

Chromaticity tolerance (initial

MacAdam)

3

Estimated average life expectancy 50000h L70 B10 ta 25°C

Ballast included

Weight 1,30 Kg

Dimension 100x440 H 37 mm 

Protection degree IP40

EN605981 compliantAll the dimensions are detailed in millimeters: if not different stated

Luminous flux and connected electrical load are subject to an initial tolerance of +/- 10%. Unless stated otherwise, these values apply to an ambient temperature of 25°C.

We reserve the right to chage our products at any time
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